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Jim Henson The Works The Art The Magic The Imagination
Jim Henson was the creative force behind a huge catalog of television series, films, specials, and other productions, even excepting the
Muppets. This collection of essays delves into the rest of Henson’s body of work, including projects developed during his lifetime and those
that represent his legacy. Covered here are Fraggle Rock, The Dark Crystal, Labyrinth, The Jim Henson Hour, Dinosaurs, Farscape, and
more. Henson’s influence on both audiences and later productions remains palpable on screens large and small, as this collection attests.
A collection of wise and witty quotes from and inspired by Jim Henson similar in format to The World According to Mister Rogers. "When I
was young, it was my ambition to be one of the people who made a difference in this world. My hope is to leave the world a little better for my
having been there. It's a wonderful life and I love it." -Jim Henson "Yeah, well, I've got a dream too. But it's about singing and dancing and
making people happy. That's the kind of dream that gets better the more people you share it with. And, well, I've found a whole bunch of
friends who have the same dream. And, it kind of makes us like a family." -Kermit the Frog, The Muppet Movie
In this children's storybook, experience the endlessly imaginative world of Jim Henson's Labyrinth through the eyes of its most fantastical and
beloved characters! Witness a day in the life of Sir Didymus, the recklessly heroic fox-terrier; Ludo, the lovable oaf; Hoggle, an ever-loyal
companion; and others as they play games, work together, and revel in the magic of the labyrinth. Written and gorgeously illustrated by
acclaimed children's book illustrator Cory Godbey (Have Courage, Be Kind: The Tale of Cinderella), Jim Henson's Labyrinth Tales takes
readers deep into the adventure where magic knows no bounds.
A tribute to the creativity of the late Jim Henson presents more than five hundred full-color photographs, drawings, and behind-the-scenes
designs of the Muppets, Sesame Street, Fraggle Rock, The Dark Crystal, and other works. 75,000 first printing. $100,000 ad/promo.
Doodling with Jim Henson
Story of Jim Henson: Creator of the Muppets
Fraggle Rock: The Ultimate Visual History
The Biography
I Am Jim Henson
Memoirs of a Muppets Writer

Color illustrations recreate popular features and episodes from the first two years of "The Muppet Show."
A bright and fun collection of some of the best jokes, one-liners, and comedy bits ever spouted by your favorite Muppet characters,
illustrated with full color photos of the Muppets. A must-have for Muppets fans of all ages! © Disney
Now an acclaimed documentary from Screen Media, the New York Times bestselling account of the story behind one of the most
influential, durable, and beloved shows in the history of television: Sesame Street. “Davis tracks down every Sesame anecdote and
every Sesame personality in his book . . . Finally, we get to touch Big Bird's feathers.” —The New York Times Book Review Sesame
Street is the longest-running-and arguably most beloved- children's television program ever created. Today, it reaches some six million
preschoolers weekly in the United States and countless others in 140 countries around the world. Street Gang is the compelling,
comical, and inspiring story of a media masterpiece and pop-culture landmark. Television reporter and columnist Michael Davis-with
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the complete participation of Joan Ganz Cooney, one of the show's founders-unveils the idealistic personalities, decades of social and
cultural change, stories of compassion and personal sacrifice, and miraculous efforts of writers, producers, directors, and puppeteers
that together transformed an empty soundstage into the most recognizable block of real estate in television history.
By the end of its five-year run on television, The Muppet Show had transformed its motley cast from fistfuls of felt to multi-media
celebrities. Sophisticated and highly individuated, each of the Muppets embodied a conventional character type from classic television
comedy. Kermit functioned as straight man to the majority of the show’s jokes. Miss Piggy, the resident diva, evolved from first season
chorus girl to full-fledged megastar. A Costello to Kermit’s Abbot, Fozzie peddled his vaudevillian shtick to a tough audience, but his
genuine sweetness made him lovable even when his jokes were lame. These essays represent the work and ideas of a global community
of scholars and Muppet enthusiasts, providing a unique perspective on just how Kermit and the rest of the frogs, dogs, bears, and
chickens became cultural icons with influences reaching far beyond the world of 1970s television comedy.
Phantom of the Muppet Theater
Before You Leap
Jim Henson
Jim Henson and Philosophy
The Stormy Life of Judy Garland
The Most Sensational, Inspirational, Celebrational, Muppetational Muppets Joke Book EVER!

Chronicles the author's rescue of an abandoned barn owlet, from her efforts to resuscitate and
raise the young owl through their nineteen years together, during which the author made key
discoveries about owl behavior.
When the Muppets graduate from college, they take to the streets of New York, searching for a
way to get their senior variety show on Broadway.
The critically acclaimed Jim Henson’s The Storyteller: Sirens showcases four enchanting tales
of mermaids and underwater creatures, inspired by folklore from around the world and told in
the spirit of Jim Henson’s beloved television series. Collects the complete four-issue series!
A comprehensive portrait of the iconic cultural figure includes coverage of his Mississippi
childhood and college forays into early Muppet TV projects to his years with Sesame Street and
The Muppet Show and his considerable achievements in non-Muppet productions.
Critical Perspectives on Jim Henson’s Muppets
Frogs Are Funny!
The Complete History of Sesame Street
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Jim Henson's a Very Muppet Christmas
The Remarkable Love Story of an Owl and His Girl
Wesley the Owl
All about Kermit, but each one of us is different and special.
Jim Henson created some of the most well-known and beloved characters, stories, and songs of the 20th century, making
his name synonymous with children's entertainment. From Kermit the Frog to The Dark Crystal, his creative legacy has
impacted children for two generations with no sign of stopping. Through vibrant, full-color illustrations, easy-to-follow
text, and direct quotes, students will learn how one man used his talent for art, music, and performance not only to
entertain children and adults around the world, but also to change the way kids learn.
Before you watch the upcoming Netflix series (The Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance), read these original novels from J. M.
Lee that tie into the events of the series. Jim Henson's The Dark Crystal #4 is the fourth book in a series of original young
adult novels set in the world of Jim Henson's The Dark Crystal.
Fraggle Rock: The Ultimate Visual History tells the definitive story behind the creation of Jim Henson’s beloved series. It’s
been over thirty-five years since the irrepressible Fraggles first hit the screen in the beloved children’s television hit
Fraggle Rock. Created by the legendary Jim Henson, along with Michael K. Frith, Jerry Juhl, Duncan Kenworthy, and
Jocelyn Stevenson, Fraggle Rock remains a favorite of fans to this day. This delightful volume tells the incredible story of
the bighearted show that helped instill open-minded values in a whole generation of viewers. Fraggle Rock: The Ultimate
Visual History follows the show’s creation, from early concepts to the incredible puppetry that brought the unforgettable
characters, such as Gobo, Red, and Mokey, to life. Exclusive interviews with Stevenson, Frith, Kenworthy, and several other
major contributors reveal fascinating, exclusive insights that take the reader further into Jim Henson’s world than ever
before. Featuring a wealth of rare concept art and behind-the-scenes photographs from the archives of The Jim Henson
Company, Fraggle Rock: The Ultimate Visual History is the definitive look at one of the best-loved television shows of all
time.
Jim Henson's Designs and Doodles
A Frog's-eye View of Life's Greatest Lessons
The Wider Worlds of Jim Henson
Labyrinth
Essays on His Work and Legacy Beyond The Muppet Show and Sesame Street
Lessons from Jim Henson on Fueling Your Creative Career

A collection of mythic tales of when giants roamed the Earth, inspired by folklore from around the world and told
in the spirit of Jim Henson’s beloved television series. It’s not the stories you tell, but how they are told. The
critically acclaimed Jim Henson’s The Storyteller: Giants includes four mythic tales of when giants roamed the
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Earth, inspired by folklore from around the world and told in the spirit of Jim Henson’s beloved television
series. Featuring an array of styles and stories by some of today’s most original talent, including Conor Nolan,
Brandon Dayton, Feifei Ruan, and Jared Cullum, this stunning hardcover edition also includes an exclusive
behind-the-scenes look at the process and care taken in adapting each of the these timeless tales.
Photographs and simple text introduce Jim Henson and the popular puppets he created.
These imaginative musings, the work of a man who made an impossible world seem completely plausible, show
history in the making., Booklist Bert and Ernie were once just scribbles on notebook paper, and the original
Oscar the Grouch was purple, not green. Before there were Muppets, there were Jim Henson's designs and
doodles. This delightful collection of Henson's early drawings serves as a map to the imagination of an artist
whose characters have enraptured generations of children and adults. Almost none of these drawings had been
published before the original Abrams edition. From the most cursory of doodles to finished drawings, this
whimsical volume of sketchbooks, posters, album covers, story boards, and set and puppet designs celebrates
Henson's unique genius and his wild sense of humor.
A nostalgic collection of Norman Rockwell's scenes of twentieth century American life includes all of the
Saturday Evening Post covers plus paintings, drawings, and graphics from every period of the artist's
career--with many foldout pages.
Meet Jim Henson
The Muppets Character Encyclopedia
Jim Henson: The Works
It's Not Easy Being Green
The Muppet Show Book
The Ultimate Visual History

"An iconic creator and savvy businessman, Henson is a model for artists everywhere: without sacrificing his creative vision, Henson built an empire of
lovable Muppets that continues to educate and inspire--and a business that was worth $150 million at the time of his death. How did he ever pull it off? And
how can other creators follow in his path? Elizabeth Hyde Stevens presents ten principles of Henson's art and business practices that will inspire artists
everywhere. Part manifesto, part history, part cultural criticism, part self-help, Make Art Make Money is a new kind of business book for creative
professionals: a guide for creating and succeeding thanks to lessons from the Muppet Master himself"-- Goodreads.com
A biography of Jim Henson, the famous puppeteer and creator of the Muppets.
Profiles characters from the Muppet television series and movies, including Bobby Benson's baby band, Animal, and Fozzie.
Jim Henson broke into television with a five-minute puppetry segment when he was only a freshman in college. He created puppets like none ever seen
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before, with expressive fabric faces and rod-controlled arms. His Muppets became world-renowned celebrities and formed the backbone of a media empire.
With black-and-white illustrations throughout, this easy-to-read biography will be published twenty years after Henson's untimely death.
Imagination and the Magic of Mayhem
Jim Henson's Tale of Sand
Rainbow
If You Were Kermit
Jim Henson's Storyteller: Giants
Norman Rockwell's America
Jim Henson’s creations have inspired generations with characters that are among the world’s most recognizable cultural icons. From Kermit the Frog,
Miss Piggy and their Muppet friends to the legendary Sesame Street and Children’s Television Workshop, Henson revolutionized children’s
educational entertainment. Combining live action and puppeteering into fantastical narratives like The Dark Crystal and Labyrinth, as well as the
whimsical Fraggle Rock and The Storyteller, Henson transformed imagination into reality, weaving together powerful philosophical messages on
identity, community, diversity, love, death, and friendship. Henson never shied away from exploring deep questions, nor did he underestimate the ability
of children (or adults) to grapple with profound philosophical questions. Jim Henson and Philosophy explores the entertaining and educational world
of the genius’s creations, revealing what it is about Henson’s world that has touched us so deeply and improved our lives in such meaningful ways.
Contributions by: Lauren Ashwell, Kimberly Baltzer-Jaray, David R. Burns, Samantha Brennan, Amanda Cawston, Brooke Covington, Christopher M.
Culp, Ryan Cox, Natalie M. Fletcher, Victoria Hubbell, Dena Hurst, Christopher Ketcham, S. Evan Kreider, Shaun Leonard, Jennifer Marra, Michael
J. Muniz, Laurel Ralston, Rhona Trauvitch, and Sheryl Tuttle Ross
Jim Henson: Puppeteer and Filmmakeraprofiles a master of creative puppetry, the man behindaThe Muppet ShowaandaSesame Street. This
informative volume provides useful information on how to become an artist and filmmaker while tracing those steps taken by a professional. Through
his unwavering belief in the positive potential of puppetry and the media of film and television, Jim Henson became one of the most beloved artists of
the past century. Henson's Muppets became the basis of the award-winning television series The Muppet Show, the stars of several highly successful
feature films, and the foundation of one of the most influential childrenOCOs television programs in history, Sesame Street. Henson, who passed away
in 1990, garnered many awards and is loved the world over for his creative efforts."
A biography of the puppeteer who created over 2000 Muppets, including Kermit the Frog, old Waldorf, and Link Hogthrob.
Chronicles the life of Jim Henson, describing how he pushed the boundaries of entertainment and brought the art of puppets to a new level with the
creation of his Muppets.
And Other Things to Consider
Puppeteer and Producer
The Art, the Magic, the Imagination
Harriet the Spy
Who Was Jim Henson?
A Movie Storybook, Starring Jim Henson's Muppets
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Labyrinth: The Ultimate Visual History is the definitive thirtieth-anniversary exploration of the beloved Jim Henson classic, featuring
rare artwork, interviews, and on-set photos. Journey back to Jim Henson's Labyrinth in this visually stunning celebration of the
enchanting fantasy classic. Three decades after its release, Labyrinth, starring David Bowie and Jennifer Connelly, continues to
enthrall audiences with its winning mixture of fairy-tale magic, fantastical creatures, and unforgettable music. Filled with a wealth of
rare and unseen behind-the-scenes imagery, this book explores the creation of the film as seen through the eyes of the artists,
costume designers, and creature creators who gave Labyrinth its distinctive look. Featuring in-depth commentary from the talented
crew and cast—including exclusive new interviews with Jennifer Connelly, Brian Henson, Brian Froud, and George Lucas—this
deluxe book brings together a wealth of rare sketches, concept art, and candid set photography to form and incredible treasure trove
for Labyrinth fans. With stunning visuals and unparalleled insight into the creation of a true modern classic, Labyrinth: The Ultimate
Visual History is the perfect companion piece to one of the best-loved fantasy films of all time.
Scribbling and doodling have long been enjoyable pastimes. From rendering prehistoric cave drawings to sketching innovative
creations while sitting in class, people of all ages since the dawn of time have gravitated toward doodling regardless of their artistic
abilities. Doodling with Jim Henson invites doodle enthusiasts and Henson fans alike to view the practice of doodling as a method and
framework for additional creative development. Using a comprehensive catalog of Jim's sketches and doodles throughout his career,
readers will learn the "finer points" of doodling as art and will be invited to doodle monsters, fish, birds, title treatments, signs, banners,
borders and backgrounds directly in the pages of this eclectic, colorful book. Fun exercises and drawing prompts engage artists and
invite their creative participation using no more than a pencil and a bit of imagination.
The ultimate gift for Muppet lovers everywhere, this extraordinary tribute celebrates 40 years of Henson's creative genius--from his
best-known inventions to his lesser known but equally fascinating notions for everything from designs for futuristic nightclubs and
homes to experimental films. 500 color illus.
A guide to more than 50 collectible Barbies.
Make Art Make Money
Street Gang
Jim Henson's Labyrinth Tales
The Guy who Played with Puppets
The Jim Henson Journal

A groundbreaking book in its unflinchingly honest portrayal of childhood dilemmas,
"Harriet the Spy" remains one of the most acclaimed children's novels ever written.
The groundbreaking 3-time Eisner Award-winning graphic novel, now available digitally for
the first time! Join us as we explore this missing piece of Jim Henson's career in a
celebration of his creative process, gorgeously
brought to life by acclaimed illustrator
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Ramon K. Perez (Wolverine and the X-Men, Spider Man: Year One). Discovered in the
Archives of The Jim Henson Company, Tale of Sand is an original graphic novel adaptation
of an unproduced, feature-length screenplay written by Jim Henson and his frequent
writing partner, Jerry Juhl. Tale of Sand follows scruffy everyman, Mac, who wakes up in
an unfamiliar town, and is chased across the desert of the American Southwest by all
manners of man and beast of unimaginable proportions. Produced with the complete blessing
of Henson co-CEO Lisa Henson, Tale of Sand was hailed as a groundbreaking achievement
upon release, winning the Eisner Awards for Best Graphic Album, Best Penciller/Inker, and
Best Production Design, as well as winning the Harvey Awards for Best Graphic Novel and
Best Artist.
In his 20 year affiliation with Jim Henson's Muppets Joseph A. Bailey was a staff writer
on both Sesame Street and The Muppet Show. He also co-wrote the television specials Big
Bird in China, Christmas Eve on Sesame Street and Rocky Mountain Holiday, starring John
Denver and the Muppets on location in Aspen, Colorado. Additionally, Mr. Bailey wrote
Sesame Street song lyrics, albums, five 90-minute Sesame Street Live! musicals, Muppet
Business Meeting Films and special material for Big Bird's appearances in the White House
and Carnegie Hall. The Muppet Show guest stars he wrote for include George Burns, Bob
Hope, Steve Martin, Rudolf Nureyev, John Cleese, Milton Berle and Peter Sellers. For his
writing, Mr. Bailey has garnered 5 Emmys, 3 Emmy nominations, a Writers Guild of America
Award and a George Foster Peabody Award. Mr. Bailey lives in Manhattan with his wife,
Gail. He indulges in occasional long-distance motorcycle trips and claims to speak French
and play piano to the equal amusement of others.
Kermit shares his life lessons, in a collection of wit and wisdom about such milestones
as growing up, leaving home, starting a career, and falling in love.
More Than 50 Fun & Fanciful Artistic Exercises to Inspire the Doodler in You!
Imagination Illustrated
Flames of the Dark Crystal #4
Jim Henson's The Storyteller: Sirens
(You Mean Somebody Actually Writes That Stuff?)
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The Muppets Take Manhattan
Kermit, Miss Piggy, and the gang are puzzled by a series of bizarre occurences at the
Muppet Theater, until Gonzo finds himself in trouble and a ghost makes a surprise
entrance.
We can all be heroes. That's the inspiring message of this New York Times bestselling
picture book biography series from historian and author Brad Meltzer. This volume focuses
on Jim Henson, the creator of the Muppets and Sesame Street. This friendly, fun biography
series focuses on the traits that made our heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire
to in order to live heroically themselves. Jim Henson, for example, was always dreaming
up something new, and always expressing his belief in the goodness of people. Henson was
a born performer with a terrific sense of humor, and he used those talents to help create
two of the most beloved programs in television history: The Muppet Show and Sesame
Street. Through his Muppets, Jim showed the world that there's nothing more beautiful
than imagination, especially when it's accompanied by laughter and kindness. Each book in
this series tells the story of one inspiring individual through lively text and art that
works well for the youngest nonfiction readers. At the back are an excellent timeline and
photos.
Jim Henson's iconic puppet characters, fantastic worlds, and warm humor have delighted
millions of people of all ages. His incredibly diverse body of work, from the Muppets to
the world of The Dark Crystal, reveals his charm and genius to fans old and new. Compiled
directly from The Jim Henson Company archives, Imagination Illustrated adapts the diary
that Jim faithfully kept throughout his career, supplementing it with a trove of littleseen visual material, including rare sketches, personal and production photographs,
storyboards, doodles, and much more. Throughout, archivist Karen Falk delves into the
behind-the-scenes details of Henson's life and artistic process. Sure to delight anyone
who has enjoyed Henson's creations-seeing early drawings of Kermit and Rowlf is like
smiling over childhood photos of dear friends-this lovely book celebrates Jim's life and
his magic.
Jim Henson: The WorksThe Art, the Magic, the ImaginationRandom House
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A Muppet Sketchbook
Kermit Culture
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